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Turf Care
This past month we have been busy with general turf maintenance. Mowing
fairways, tees, greens, roughs and trim daily. Verti-cutting and greens
rolling has been implemented into our weekly routine. We will be gearing
up to vent the greens using solid tine aeration. Play impact is very low to
nil.
We still are over seeding but mostly weak areas. We did overseed greens
1,3,4,11,13 last week. August is the best month for doing any Bentgrass
over seeding. Optimal soil temps and Poa tends to be less competitive at this
time of the season thus improving chances for success.

Pict 1. Fine leaf blades in photo are new growth

The Turf Care Department has started construction on a Bentgrass Nursery
Green. We have started prepping an 8500sq.foot area in the maintenance
yard. Irrigation has been installed and is working, Next removal of old
bluegrass, prepping of growing media and then seed. Sod should be ready
earliest fall of 2019 but more than likely spring 2020.

Pict 2 Black algae with aeration hole
Punched through with sand

Pict 3 some one applied OFF #3

Picture 1: you can see the newly seeded Pure Distinction Bentgrass. We
have started over seeding all the greens to this variety.
Picture 2: You can see an aeration hole filled with sand and seedlings. The
top ½” there is a layer of algae which has made it very tough for seedlings to
grow. We have been chemically treating the greens for algae as well
implementing cultural practices such as; earating, top-dressing and reducing
water.
Picture 3: SPRAYING INSECT REPELLANTS KILLS TURF!! No
explanation needed with this picture.

Irrigation
We have met with Alpine Irrigation and will meet with J.T. Irrigation next
week. We are making it aware to these installers that we possibly may have
some donations in regards to equipment or some man power to help lower
the costs.

Cameras
Electrician has been working on power supplies recently for cameras

Odds & Ends
• It’s that time of year to start prepping/conditioning turf for winter. Once we are done
tournaments we will commence fairway aeration..
• Students are leaving for university soon. This will mean that high play areas such as
greens, tees, and fairways will be cut before roughs. So expect some areas where out of
play areas(fence lines etc) maybe a little on the longer side.

Environment
Bittern (Pict 4.) is a common name given to birds belonging to the subfamily
Botaurinae of the heron family Ardeidae. Bitterns tend to be shorter necked and
more secretive than other members of the family.
Did you know: A group of bitterns has many collective nouns, including a
"dash", "freeze", "pint", "pretense" and "siege" of bitterns.

Pict 4. American Bittern

